
What are some strengths you are seeing that students are experiencing with the supports 

being offered by Van Vleck ISD? 

I can see that the one on one/ small group tutoring that the students are receiving during and 

after school is helping the students understand the material and do better on their test. 

I am seeing more and more students getting one on one with tutorials being offered 

Wanting to read more. 

Gaining more confidence 

greater learning 

Does not apply 

A few of the students are more engaging and less reserved. 

Children feel that learning can be fun. We have a lot of support from many staff members. 

Chrome books are available for all students in school or at home due to sickness. Parents are 

very appreciative of the support we give all children. 

The students that are struggling are getting extra help. 

Some of the strengths I see that students are experiencing are being more confident and the 

axienty levels are lower from being not so discourage of the unknown. With the current Esser 
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Grant aids and tutorital I personally have seen a big change in my children. During covid and the 

lack of hands on teaching my children really suffered, being that they are dyslexic online school 

was not benefical to them. They were left behind leaving them to start their year off serverly 

behind with learning gaps that needed to be retaught to them, this was only possible because of 

the after school tutorials. I am very please with the after school tutorials because financially I 

would not be able to afford a tutor for my children, in which they would more then likely be asked 

to repeat a grade level. 
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